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BOOK REVIEW

Title: PSYCHOLOGY FOR PHYSIOTHERAPISTS (Psychology for Professional Groups)
Author: E. Naomi Dunkin
Editors: Antony Chapman and Anthony Gale
Publishers: The British Psychological Society and The MacMillan Press Ltd., 1981

Price: £12.50 (hard cover) ISBN 0 333 318 579. £4.99 (paper cover) ISBN 0 333 318 846.

Psychology for Professional Groups is a new series of major textbooks published with the British Psychological Society.
This book is one of the series, the principal aims of which are to illustrate how psychology can be applied in particular
professional contexts, how it can improve the skills of practitioners, and how it can increase the practitioners' and
students' understanding of themselves.

The Editor, Miss Naomi Dunkin has worked closely with two well-known teachers of physiotherapy in assembling
this book, which is the first book on the subject written specifically for physiotherapists. Other experienced teachers
and authorities of the BPS have written review chapters on key topics.

The book which is divided into four parts starts by defining scientific methodology in physiotherapy - it states a
fact that we know well - the need for inter-professional communication of all members of the medical, para-medical
and ancillary services, responsible for the care of the patient. Also that observation and accurate recording is a necessary
habit, and how important it is that every member of the "team" should use the same methodology - with confidence
and familiarity, and developing a total habit of questioning and searching for the real value of the things they do. This is
a teaching book which covers all aspects of psychology that are relevant to the physiotherapists training and work.

With each chapter there is a list of references - annotated reading and questions which encourage the physiothera-
pist to enquire and seek for further knowledge. Each chapter continually reiterates - what, why, and when, things are
done in order to explain the purpose of the body; to develop a fuller understanding of human life and identify human
problems and to discover ways of reducing these as they are found.

Part I covers general issues. Methodology, motivation, learning, teaching, intelligence and perception. Part 11 deals
with the individual, whereas Part III deals with social and time factors in life and finally Part IV takes the individual
through various crises.

There is a great deal to read in this book. The Editors have carefully sifted the abundance of psychological literature
to present material most interesting, valuable and available to the physiotherapist.

It encourages further reading and study, so is not only beneficial to the student, but also to the clinical physio-
therapist, and therefore ultimately to the patient.

Margaret John, MCSP
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